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As modern perfumers get to grips with one
of the most difficult notes in the business,
Annabel Meggeson reveals her love of the
flower she says we should all discover
Photographs Jonathan Gregson

IT ALL STARTED WITH JILLY COOPER. ALONG WITH
a love of puns and Schumann’s Piano Concerto in A minor,
Jilly Cooper gave me Fracas. And when I smelt Fracas, I fell for
tuberose. Just to be clear, Fracas is not tuberose, rather the
1948 masterpiece created by dynamic French chemist Germaine
Cellier, and commonly considered the gold standard for
tuberose perfumes. But it’s a scent that so beautifully creates
an illusion of the flower in all its heady, fleshy, sweet, seductive
glory that it’s impossible to love one and not the other.
Equally, it’s possible to dislike both quite fervently. I know
at least two fellow beauty editors who can’t stand the stuﬀ,
even though tuberose is one of the most acclaimed notes
in perfumery. What’s more, fragrance companies know all
too well how polarising it is, so it’s relatively untapped as
a main player in new creations. But every so often, perhaps
when a company is feeling brave or a new nose comes on board
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looking to assert their fragrance
mettle, the industry attempts to
reclaim this extraordinary note.
What makes tuberose so special?
One of the most poignant aspects for
me is that this illicitly sweet and complex
scent is produced by deceivingly unpretty
flowers. Their scruﬀy white heads, tinged
with dirty pink, are hardly the stuﬀ of
centrepieces, but that’s part of the charm.
‘Intrigue and mystery are at the crux of its
power,’ says perfumer Frédéric Malle, who has
worked at length with tuberose. (His tuberosebased collaboration with Dominique Ropion,
Carnal Flower, took 680 attempts to get right.)
‘Flowers generally convey the idea of purity,
but tuberose smells anything but pure – or even
flower-like – making it the ultimate femme fatale.
It has a certain amount of that freshness on top,
so you let your guard down, but the middle is
ferocious, camphoraceous and dark. You’re
disarmed, then finally seduced by the sweet,
buttery, coconut-y vibe at the back of the scent,
which makes it smell more like flesh than flower.’
It’s this extreme sensuality that
evokes such opposing reactions
in people and is the reason
tuberose ‘doesn’t test well’,
according to Malle. You
either become obsessed,
like me (I’m even trying
to grow the stuﬀ ), or you find it cloying
and sickly. It’s this reaction that
companies have tried to overcome
with their 2014 iterations of
tuberose-based scents.
In Sisley Paris’ Eau Tropicale
(EDT, £63.50 for 50ml), the tuberose is
sultry alright, but in a ‘wet jungle’ way:
less unctuous, less devilish, tempered
by bergamot, ginger and rose. Until it
was ready for launch, the sole emptor
of this new fragrance was the oldest
daughter of Philippe d’Ornano,
president of Sisley, who is described
by her father as a single-minded,
dynamic teenager, and who spritzed
her tester pots incessantly. While
tuberose is often described as
an old-lady scent (I’ve never
understood this myself ), Eau
Tropicale has an exuberance
that makes it distinctly youthful.
I can see why she claimed it.
At Jo Malone, new resident
nose Marie Salamagne has
kicked oﬀ with Tuberose
Angelica Cologne Intense

(£100 for 100ml), an especially brave
move given that it’s just three years since
the company discontinued its Tuberose
Cologne due to poor sales. ‘Tuberose is
notoriously diﬃcult to work with, and we
know from research that it’s somewhat
uncommercial, but it has an uncommon
power of attraction and is more captivating
than the other white flowers,’ says Salamagne.
‘I wanted to create a modern interpretation, so
people who don’t normally like tuberose could
discover its pleasure.’ The result is an accessible
take on Robert Piguet’s Fracas (EDP, £95 for
50ml) – though Salamagne is quick to point out
she never set out to replicate it, ‘as it’s perfect’ –
with a refreshingly green vibe from the angelica.
Angelica and tuberose come together again
in Flowerhead (EDP, £88 for 50ml), the latest
fragrance from celebrated niche brand Byredo.
Here, the tuberose is sensual but dewy, and
packed out with a hefty dose of fresh white
jasmine sambac, giving it an innocence.
If the seminal interpretation appeals, there
are some other great reference scents. Michael
by Michael Kors (EDP, £55
for 55ml) is soft, lingering
and more dangerous than
it seems. Frédéric Malle’s
aforementioned Carnal
Flower (EDP, £210 for 100ml)
is a brisker take that captures
the flower’s green and camphoric qualities,
as well as its delicious butteriness, with great
realism. With notes of clover, iris and tonka
bean, Miller Harris Noix De Tubéreuse
(EDP, £65 for 50ml) is similarly dynamic.
Whichever you choose, the ‘advantage
of wearing tuberose is the signature, the
diﬀusion and the fact it’s very, very sexy’,
says Salamagne. On drab days, a good
tuberose fragrance can have a transformative
eﬀect. It always makes me feel attractive.
Otherwise, it’s simply a great flower to
buy. It’s not easy to come by, but that only
adds to its allure, as far as I’m concerned.
I normally find it in early spring and buy as
many stems as I can aﬀord, mixing them with
roses and herbs or plonking them in on their
own. A big vase of them can make an elegant
alternative to scented candles. Or you could
try growing it. It seems every tuberose addict
attempts this eventually, though it’s not easy,
I hear. The bulbs like deep, rich soil and lots
of warmth, so I don’t know how much luck
I’ll have with the ones I’ve planted in the
seedy urban alleyway I call ‘garden’. But
I don’t mind if tuberose plays a little hard
to get. It’s part of the magic, after all.

‘Intrigue and
mystery are at the
crux of its power’
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For more of our favourite summer scents, go to...
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